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ABSTRACT
Characterization of the large-scale turbulent structures of jet noise sources can lead to improved
noise diagnosis and reduction methods. Array-based inverse methods, in conjunction with
equivalent-wave models of the field, are useful for imaging source and radiation properties. In
this work, acoustical holography methods are used to reconstruct the three-dimensional sound
field of a jet from the installed engine on a military fighter aircraft. The jet was measured in the
presence of a rigid reflecting plane (a concrete run-up pad), and the equivalent wave model
incorporates this effect with an image source representation of the field. Reconstructions are
used to investigate jet source distributions and radiation properties.
1. INTRODUCTION
THE primary noise source from a military jet-propelled aircraft is the hot, turbulent, supersonic
exhaust plume (i.e., the “jet”).1 Jet noise poses a significant hearing loss risk to military
personnel. It also may lead to community annoyance, school disruption, sleep disturbance and
other health risks, and may negatively impact wildlife.2 Noise reduction technologies and the
development of operational procedures that minimize noise exposure are enhanced by the
accurate characterization of noise sources within a jet.
In array-based acoustical inverse methods, a sound field (at a single frequency) is
represented by a linear combination of spatial basis functions, or an expansion of wave functions,
that obey the Helmholtz equation. To obtain a weighted set of functions that accurately
represents the field radiated by a given source, the coefficients of these functions are found to
match the expansion to acoustic quantities at a set of measurement locations in the field, often
over a two dimensional surface. Then the field at another location is estimated from the sum of
the weighted functions evaluated at the new position; this is referred to as the reconstruction.
The accuracy of a sound field reconstruction from an inverse method relies heavily on (1) the
ability of the wave functions to represent the field (completeness), and (2) the ability of the
measurement to capture enough of the spatial variation in the acoustic field to represent each
expansion function.
Statistically optimized near-field acoustical holography (SONAH)3-5 is the imaging method
that is the starting point for the method employed in this work. SONAH was developed to
a
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reconstruct a total sound field from a truncated (patch) hologram measurement (similar to the
Helmholtz equation least-squares, or HELS,6-9 method). The SONAH algorithm is used to
calculate a transfer function matrix between all hologram locations and reconstruction locations,
then applies these transfer functions to the measured sound pressures. For example, a SONAH
algorithm was applied to a laboratory-scale jet, in which cylindrical basis functions were used to
represent the field.10 For a second example, a SONAH formulation based on a plane-wave
expansion of the field was applied to full-scale jet measurements as a first attempt at holographic
reconstruction.11 Hald12 developed a SONAH method that relied on measurements of two
parallel planar arrays to separate incoming and outgoing waves by concatenating two matrices of
wave functions, one for each direction.
The transfer-function formulation of the SONAH algorithm allows for a convenient
representation of the sound field, because multiple sets of wave functions can be included in the
generation of the transfer function matrix through a concatenation scheme similar to that of
Hald.12 The flexibility of the SONAH method in allowing for multiple sets of elementary wave
functions is important in the context of the present work. The full-scale jet studied herein was,
of necessity, measured over a concrete run-up pad.13 This introduced an interference pattern
from a rigid boundary into the measured data, rendering a straightforward cylindrical
representation of the jet inaccurate. Hence, a modified approach to SONAH, using a set of
cylindrical functions for both the jet and its image source, has been found to be best suited to the
geometry of the experiment.
The sound field reconstructed from this model is more accurate than the fields produced by
NAH methods that do not incorporate a model of the ground reflection,14,15 or do not account for
the geometrical spreading of the field.11 In the general case, this method, called multisource-type
representation SONAH (MSTR SONAH),16 employs a wave field expansion where the field is
represented as a combination of multiple sets of elementary wave functions, each set for a single
source shape and location. Inasmuch as the elementary wave functions conform well to each
source shape, the total expansion is an accurate model for that source configuration. In this
paper, MSTR SONAH is used to reconstruct the sound field of a jet from full-scale military
aircraft.
2. THEORY
A detailed formulation of the MSTR SONAH algorithm is provided by Wall.17 In summary, a
set of wave functions,
are chosen, which fulfill the homogeneous Helmholtz
equation in the source-free field, defined for a single frequency. The wave functions can be
elementary functions of plane, cylindrical, or spherical waves, or they can be derived from
knowledge of the source properties (outside the source-free region). For the SONAH algorithm,
it is desirable to be able to express complex pressures at both the hologram locations and at the
reconstruction locations as linear combinations of the same basis functions,
. This is
formulated as a matrix of wave functions evaluated at a set of measurement points, and a
second matrix of the same wave functions at a set of reconstruction points. In the MSTR
SONAH algorithm, multiple sets of wave functions, one for each mth source, are generated in the
matrices
and
for the measurement and reconstruction locations, respectively. The
matrices of all M sources are concatenated to give
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These matrices are then inputs for the traditional SONAH algorithm.3,4
The MSTR SONAH formulation for the current experiment employs two sets of cylindrical
wave functions. Elementary cylindrical wave functions at a given location are defined by
( )
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where
is the nth-order Hankel function of the first kind, is some small reference radius
(traditionally the assumed source radius), and the radial wavenumber is dependent on the axial
wavenumber, , by
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where
is the angular frequency and
is the ambient sound speed. In this
experiment, Hankel functions of order
are used. Equation (2) is evaluated at all hologram
(|
|) and
locations with respect to two cylindrical “origins” to form
(|
|) , where
(
) (
) defines the point that is located at
(
)
and is collinear with the centerline of one extended source, and where
(
) defines the point that is located at
and is collinear with the second source
centerline. Then,
and
are concatenated to form the complete hologram wave function
matrix, , as in Equation (1). A similar process is implemented to form the complete
reconstruction wave function matrix, .
3. EXPERIMENT
A detailed description of the full-scale jet measurement used here is provided by Wall,13 and are
summarized here. Holographic measurements were taken in the vicinity of an F-22A Raptor,
with one engine operating at military power, and the other engine held at idle. Figure 1 describes
the field measurement locations relative to the aircraft. Planes 1 and 2 were measured by a
roving field array, parallel to the estimated shear layer boundary, in a series of scans each
covering an area about 2 m by 24 m. The data at plane 2 are used as the hologram in this study.
Plane 1 is used as a benchmark measurement for reconstruction accuracy, and plane 3 is not used
in this part of the study. In addition, measurements were made along the arc shown in Figure 1
with the field array at seven locations, which data are also used as a benchmark.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the measurement locations, relative to the aircraft. The estimated shear layer boundary is
marked by green dashed lines, and the green “x” delineates the estimated maximum noise source region and the
center of the arc.

Prior to holographic reconstruction, a partial field decomposition was performed to
generate coherent holograms from the scan-based measurements.18 Then, since the measurement
aperture was insufficient to capture the entire source at low frequencies (below about 200 Hz),
the data were extrapolated numerically to estimate the data beyond the aperture. 19 Finally,
reconstructions were made by projecting the extended, coherent, plane 2 data into the threedimensional field using MSTR SONAH, with
, the height of the jet centerline.
4. RESULTS
The results are shown first for the reconstruction of the 125 Hz-field at plane 1, obtained from
the hologram at plane 2, in Figure 2a, compared to the measured benchmark in Figure 2b. The
contour lines on each of these plots are separated by 5 dB increments. In both the reconstruction
and benchmark level maps, the line enclosing the region of maximum level (above 135 dB)
extends from approximately z = 10 to 18 m. A comparison of the contour lines also
demonstrates that the level variation in the vertical direction is captured by the multi-source
expansion, in spite of the fact that only the axisymmetric mode (n = 0) is used. Figure 2c shows
the level difference between the benchmark and reconstructed levels over plane 1, and the black
contour lines show the locations where ±3 dB errors occur. Despite the limitation of this model
to the n = 0 azimuthal mode, at 125 Hz the reconstruction error is less than 3 dB over almost all
of plane 1, as shown by the outlined region of Figure 2c. Figure 2d-f is a similar reconstruction
and benchmark comparison for 125 Hz, but at the arc location. The boundaries of the region that
is within 5 dB of the maximum level, in the reconstruction, is between 130° and 150°+, and the
benchmark shows a maximum-level region between 136° and 150°+. The error plot of Figure 2f
shows that the error is less than 3 dB over most of the arc.
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(d)

(e)

(f)
Figure 2: MSTR SONAH reconstructions at plane 1 and the arc for military power, 125 Hz. (a) Plane 1
reconstructed SPL. (b) Plane 1 benchmark measurement. (c) Difference between the reconstructed and benchmark
levels in dB at plane 1. The black line outlines the region where the difference is less than 3 dB. Average error is
1.0 dB. (d) Arc reconstructed SPL. (b) Arc benchmark measurement. (c) Difference between the reconstructed and
benchmark levels in dB at the arc. The black line outlines the region where the difference is less than 3 dB.
Average error is 1.4 dB.

Figure 3 shows a reconstruction of the near-field region of the jet at 125 Hz, including over
a half conical surface at the approximate location of the jet shear layer boundary and over a
second surface with a uniform height of 1.9 m, which is the same height as the jet centerline.
This demonstrates the overall directivity of the source, which, since the high-amplitude regions
are accurately located at plane 1 and the arc, can be considered as a true representation. The
fringe pattern in both the cone and planar surface is an artifact of the discrete spatial sampling
and discrete wave-function representation.

Figure 3: MSTR SONAH reconstruction in the vicinity of the jet for military power, 125 Hz. Levels are shown on
a half conical surface (toward the side of the measurement) at the approximate location of the shear layer edge and
over a plane at y = 1.9 m, the height of the centerline of the jet.
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5. CONCLUSION
Sound field reconstructions of full-scale jets measured over concrete are possible through the
MSTR SONAH method. Hence, it is not necessary to measure a full-scale jet in an anechoic
environment or far from the ground, which would increase the cost and difficulty of a
measurement. This paper has demonstrated the implementation of the MSTR SONAH method
to the full-scale jet problem at a single frequency and engine condition. Further analyses of the
jet noise properties at additional frequencies and engine powers will be described in the future.
It is well understood that jet noise is generated over a volumetric turbulent region. The type
of errors introduced to the reconstructions of this study that are due to the assumption of a linear
source at the jet centerline, as opposed to a volumetric source, is unclear. A future volumetricsource wave-field model would help to illuminate this issue. It is feasible that accurate source
reconstructions can allow for the isolation of the reflection effects in the future,20,21 which would
allow for the generation of a free-field model of the source radiation. On a related note, it is
difficult to quantify the accuracy of reconstruction in the region of the assumed hydrodynamic
near field (i.e. on the conical reconstruction surface), without benchmark measurements,
especially since the data were collected in the acoustic far field for many frequencies. Modified
measurement techniques that allow for near-field measurements would result in improved
verification, as well as more accurate near-field models.
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